crystals significantly reduce ice number concentrations in cirrus clouds, especially at mid-to 23 high latitudes in the upper troposphere (by a factor of ~10). Furthermore, the contribution of 24 heterogeneous ice nucleation to cirrus ice crystal number increases considerably. Cirrus clouds play an import role in the global climate system because they have 39 extensive global coverage (Wang et al., 1996; Wylie and Menzel, 1999) . They cool the planet 40 by reflecting the solar radiation back to space and on other hand heat the planet by absorbing 41 and re-emitting the longwave terrestrial radiation (Liou, 1986; Rossow and Schiffer, 1999 under the current condition. New ice crystals will be produced if the current in-cloud ice 151 number concentration, N i , falls below N aai . This is described in Equation (1) as 152
.
(1) 153
Effects of PREICE on ice nucleation 154
Physically-based ice nucleation parameterizations are developed from the theoretical 155 formulations that describe the cirrus cloud initiation process in an adiabatic rising air parcel. 156
Without the PREICE effect, the temporal evolution of the ice saturation ratio, S i , is governed 157 by (Kärcher et al., 2006 ) 158
where the parameters a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 depend only on the ambient temperature (T) and pressure 160 (P), W is the updraft velocity, and
denotes the growth rate of newly-nucleated ice 161 crystals. To account for the PREICE effects, the depositional growth of PREICE,
, is 162 added to Equation (2) 163
164 Equation (3) can be rewritten in the following form 165
166
Compared to Equation (2), Equation (4) indicates that the PREICE effect can be 168 parameterized by reducing the vertical velocity for ice nucleation. This vertical velocity 169 reduction, W i,pre , caused by PREICE is calculated by Equation (5). 170
Assuming all preexisting ice crystals have the same radius (R i,pre ), their growth rate is 171
given by 172
173
where n i,pre is the PREICE number concentration, ρ i is ice density, m w is the mass of a water 174
, α is the water vapor deposition 175 coefficient on ice, ν th is their thermal speed, n sat is the water vapor number density at ice 176 saturation, D is the water vapor diffusion coefficient from the gas to ice phase. 177 Figure 1 shows W i,pre as a function of PREICE number concentration calculated using 178 Equation (5) at the homogeneous freezing saturation threshold (S hom ) and heterogeneous 179 freezing saturation threshold (S het In the MG scheme, ice crystals are assumed to follow a gamma size distribution 187 . Thus, the effective radii (R ieff,pre ) is used to account for the 188 PREICE size distribution. Because R i,pre ×b 2 in Equation 6 is usually far greater than 1 (not 189 shown),
is proportional to the first order of R i,pre . Therefore, the R ieff,pre used in 190 Equation (6) is obtained directly by using the first moment of ice particle size distribution 191 (0.5/λ, λ is the slope parameter of Equation 1 in Morrison and Gettelman, 2008 ) , which is 192 different from the effective radii needed by the radiative transfer scheme that are calculated 193 by dividing the third and second moment of size distribution. After rearranging term 194 (Equation 3 in Morrison and Gettelman, 2008) , this yields 195 
Modifications to the standard ice nucleation parameterization in CAM5 213
In addition to the consideration of PREICE effects in the LP parameterization, several 214 other modifications have been made related to the ice nucleation scheme. Firstly, the lower 215 size limiter (0.1 µm diameter) of sulfate particles used for homogeneous freezing is removed. 216
We use the number concentration of all sulfate aerosol particles in the Aiken mode as an input 217 for homogeneous nucleation. This is consistent with the LP parameterization, which is 218 derived for the background sulfate aerosol particles with a lognormal size distribution. number concentration from homogeneous freezing is very sensitive to updraft velocity, 222 whereas heterogeneous nucleation is not (Liu and Penner, 2005) . Therefore, removing this 223 limiter will increase the relative contribution of homogeneous nucleation to total ice crystals 224 number. Finally, in-situ observations of cirrus clouds show that only a small fraction of 225 in-cloud S i data surpass S hom , and this agrees with the finding that the 226 occurrence frequency of homogeneous freezing could be significantly lower than that of 227 heterogeneous freezing (Cziczo et al., 2013 ). So we assume that homogeneous freezing takes 228 place spatially only in a portion of cirrus clouds. The in-cloud S i variability can be calculated 229 from the temperature standard deviation, δ T , following Kärcher and Burkhardt (2008) : 230
231 work, the nucleation spectrum based on CNT is used to describe the immersion freezing on 247 dust particles. Furthermore, the BN parameterization used in this study has been modified to 248 consider the effects of PREICE by reducing the vertical velocity for ice nucleation (Barahona 249 et al., 2013) . 250
In addition, the KL parameterization is also implemented in CAM5.3. In this 251 parameterization, the competition between different freezing mechanisms and the effects of The N i from the Preice experiment is higher than that from the Default experiment, and agrees 373 better with observations. The reason is the same as that for the PDF of N i (Figure 3, lower) . 374
Without the effects of PREICE, N i from the NoPreice experiment is remarkably larger than 375 the Preice experiment. Without considering f hom , the Nofhom experiment produces higher N i 376 than the Preice experiment. Overall, the Preice experiment shows better agreement with 377 observations in this temperature range as compared to the Default experiment. 378
The N i differences between the default and updated nucleation schemes would affect 379 modeled cloud radiative forcings. 
Preice experiments in cloud radiative forcings (both LWCF and SWCF) because the 393 difference in CDNUMI is relatively small. 394 Table 2 gives global and annual means of cloud and radiative flux variables from 395 present-day simulations in Table 1 and comparison with observations. Compared to the 396 Default experiment, CDNUMI from the Preice, Nofhom and NoPreice experiments increases 397 by 40%, 133%, and 1130%, respectively. Because cirrus clouds can heat the atmosphere by 398 absorbing and re-emitting the longwave terrestrial radiation (Liou, 1986) 
PREICE effect and sensitivity to different ice nucleation parameterizations 436
In this section we analyze the effect of PREICE and its sensitivity to different ice 437 nucleation parameterizations. Considering the PREICE effect, the effective updraft velocity, 438 W eff , which is used to drive the ice nucleation parameterization equals to W sub minus W i,pre . 439 reduced by a factor of 6~11 (Table 2) . Thus, PREICE has a substantial influence on N i . 460
Compared to the distribution pattern from the NoPreice experiment, N i from the Preice 461 experiment is higher in the tropical tropopause region rather than in the SH upper troposphere. 462
The reason is that the influence of PREICE is relatively weaker in the tropical tropopause due 463 to higher W sub there (not shown). 464
Because of the large difference in N i between experiments with and without the effects of 465 PREICE, there must be resulting differences in cloud forcings and precipitation as explained 466 above. Compared to experiments with the PREICE effect, PRECC from NoPreice, 467
NoPreiceBN and NoPreiceKL experiments are reduced by 13%, 10%, and 15%, respectively 468 ( Table 4 gives the influence of PREICE on the relative contribution of homogeneous 479 versus heterogeneous nucleation to the total ice number concentration in cirrus clouds. The 480 contributions of heterogeneous nucleation from experiments without the effects of PREICE 481 are less than 1%. After considering the PREICE effects, the contribution of heterogeneous 482 nucleation from Preice, PreiceBN, and PreiceKL experiments is increased to 17.6%, 9.4%, 483 and 8.9%, respectively. The reason is that, when PREICE is taken into account, the 484 newly-formed ice crystals number concentration from homogeneous nucleation is 485 significantly reduced (by a factor of ~10, not shown), whereas the ice crystals number 486 concentration from heterogeneous nucleation is slightly decreased. This indicates that the 487 PREICE effects can significantly change the relative contribution of homogeneous versus 488 heterogeneous nucleation to cirrus formation, especially at higher dust number concentrations 489 (Table 4) (ranging from 116×10 6 to 119×10 6 m -2 , Table 2 ). However, differences in the global and 500 annual mean percentage contribution from heterogeneous ice nucleation among Preice 501 (17.6%), PreiceBN (9.4%) and PreiceKL (8.9%) experiments are obvious (Table 4) . 502
Compared to BN and KL parameterizations, the LP parameterization includes a transition 503 from the heterogeneous to homogeneous dominated regimes. In this transition regime, the 504 newly-formed ice crystals come from both homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing, and the 505 ice number concentration is a combination of heterogeneous nucleation and homogeneous 506 nucleation contributions. This might be the reason for the higher heterogeneous nucleation 507 contribution with the LP parameterization. Overall, the heterogeneous nucleation 508 at mid-high latitudes in the NH as compared to other experiments. The reason is that the ice 534 crystal number concentration from homogeneous freezing is not sensitive to sulfate number 535 concentrations (expect for very high updraft velocity) in the KL parameterization, whereas it 536 is more sensitive to sulfate number concentrations in the other two parameterizations. 537
However, ΔCDNUMI with the KL parameterization can reach 10×10 6 m -2 in the tropical 538 regions due to high W sub there. Table 3 shows that the global mean ΔCDNUMI from the 539 PreiceKL experiment (3.24×10 6 m -2 ) is less than those from the Preice (8.46×10 6 m -2 ) and 540
PreiceBN experiments (5.62×10 6 m -2 ). Compared to ΔCDNUMI, the fluctuation of ΔIWP is 541 more complicated because not only the anthropogenic aerosol indirect effects on cirrus clouds 542 but also the anthropogenic aerosol indirect effects on mixed-phase clouds can impact ΔIWP. 543
Overall, ΔIWP has a stronger variation in the NH, especially for Preice and PreiceKL 544 experiments. At mid-high latitudes in the NH, ΔIWP from the Preice experiment is opposite 545 to that from the PreiceKL experiment. Differences in global and annual mean ΔIWP among 546 these experiments are also remarkable. Global mean ΔIWP from Preice, PreiceBN, and 547
PreiceKL experiments are 0.12 g m -2 , 0.03 g m -2 , and 0.01 g m -2 , respectively (Table 3) . 548 ΔSWCF is mainly caused by aerosol indirect effects on warm clouds (Gettelman et al., 2012) . 549
Thus, patterns of ΔSWCF with different ice nucleation parameterizations are similar, and not 550 obviously correlated with ΔCDNUMI. Differences in global and annual mean ΔSWCF (Table 3) . However, the patterns of ΔLWCF are associated with those of 553 ΔCDNUMI for all experiments. For example, both ΔLWCF and ΔCDNUMI from the 554 PreiceKL experiment are negative at mid-latitudes in the NH. Table 3 The influence of preexisting ice crystals is studied using the updated CAM5.3 model. 583
Comparison among W sub , W eff and W i,pre indicates that PREICE not only reduces the 584 occurrence frequency of homogeneous freezing, but also reduces the number density of 585 nucleated ice crystals from homogeneous freezing. No matter which ice nucleation 586 parameterization is used, modeled N i is significantly reduced due to the PREICE effects, 587 especially at mid-to high-latitudes in the upper troposphere (by a factor of ~10). Compared to 588 the GEOS5 model using the BN parameterization and the ECHAM5 model using the KL 589 parameterization, the influence of PREICE on cirrus cloud properties and cloud forcings is 590 stronger in the updated CAM5.3 model. After considering the PREICE effects, the 591 contribution of heterogeneous nucleation is significantly increased. Even if taking the 592 PREICE effect into account, homogeneous freezing still produces ~80% of total ice crystals 593 in cirrus clouds. However, heterogeneous nucleation produces >30% of total ice crystals at 594 the dust range of 10-100 L -1 , and heterogeneous nucleation becomes the dominant contributor 595 (>80%) when dust number concentration is higher than 100 L -1 . 596
The comparison between different ice nucleation parameterizations is also investigated 597 using the updated CAM5. Table 1 List of experiments conducted in this study. 
